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From The Editor Contents
QJ MARTIN

As I write this letter, I sit in bed,
resting after a long and frustrating
day. After months of attempts at
woodworking projects and nothing
to show for it, I realized that I need
to take a break from my newest
hobby.
Honestly, it’s not that I’m bad at it.
It’s not that it confuses me or eludes
me as an artistic creator. The simple
fact of the matter is I can’t do
anything until I get the right tools,
such as a table saw.
Until then, I can only hope that my
other hobby, my writing, to be exact,
is met with better success.
The Writer’s Everything is released
as a free weekly PDF download. If
you’d like it sent directly to your
inbox each Monday, then you can go
to https://qjmartin.org/newsletter/
and sign up there to receive it. Be
sure to check your junk folder in
case the newsletter is accidentally
filtered out of your inbox.
If you would like to support The
Writer’s Everything, as well as my
other literary endeavors, be sure that
I will never turn down donations. You
can pledge your patronage at
https://patreon.com/qjmartin/.
Until next time,
QJ
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Developing Your Character
Basic Information > Location
QJ MARTIN

What is the condition of the inside of his home?
The condition of the inside of a character’s home can reveal deep aspects of a character’s
personality. Perhaps he’s organized and likes to have everything in its place. Perhaps he’s
obsessive, freaking out if a single item is knocked out of line. Or perhaps he is lazy, having little to
no desire to clean and maintain his home. In The Big Bang Theory, Leonard and Sheldon live in a
state of organized chaos, while Penny’s apartment is nothing short of pure, messy disorganization.
In the Iron Man series, Tony Stark is very obsessive about having everything in his house organized
just right, even going as far as to make a big deal over the location of a giant stuffed rabbit.

Does he like his home?
Some characters may thrive in conditions in which other characters would simply be unable to
function. On top of that, homes can come in a wide variety of sizes and styles, and while one
character may love a spartan, one-bedroom flat, another may be unable to function in a house of
less than three bedrooms. In The Big Bang Theory, Penny functions best when her apartment is a
mess, because she knows the location of every item in it. Sheldon, however, can barely stand being
in her apartment, and even goes as far as to break in late at night to organize it without Penny’s
knowledge or permission.

Do others like his home?
The condition of a character’s home can have far-reaching effects on their social standing in the
eyes of others, as well as their interactions with them. A neat, tidy, well-furnished home may
attract many visitors, even freeloaders, while a messy, unorganized, trash-laden home would keep
all but the closest of friends at bay. In The Big Bang Theory, Sheldon is incapable of putting up
with the disorganized state of Penny’s apartment, and he even goes so far as to take it upon himself
to organize it for her.

Where does he wish he lived?
It is very common for characters to wish that
they could be somewhere other than where they
currently are, regardless of whether they like or
dislike their home, and regardless of whether it
is a home that others envy or detest. In The Lord
of the Rings, both Bilbo and, eventually, Frodo,
realize that the Shire is too slow-paced for them,
and they decide to journey with the elves to the
other side of the sea. In La La Land, Mia Dolan
moves to Los Angeles for the sole purpose of
pursuing her dream of becoming an actress.
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The One-Week Author
QJ MARTIN

Books, magazines, pamphlets, scrolls, clay tablets; the written word is a distinctly human invention.
With it, we can share our thoughts, feelings, desires, and emotions across time and space. We can
transfer our knowledge and wisdom directly to our readers’ minds, achieving a level of intimate
understanding that is unique to our species.
It’s no wonder that millions of individuals around the world aspire to be authors. Unfortunately,
however, this is a near-insurmountable goal for the vast majority of them. The ideas are there, as are
the feelings and emotions they want to elicit in the hearts of their readers. But writing a book is an
enormous undertaking which requires at least a moderate understanding of the art of storytelling.
If you look at the thickness of your favorite novel and despair at the thought of writing fifty to one
hundred thousand words of your own, don’t worry. An old adage asks, “How do you eat an elephant?”
The answer, “One bite at a time.”
It’s totally within your power to chip away at your project, writing it little by little, word by word,
developing your story over a period of months, even years. The greatest thing you can do, however,
comes before you even write “Chapter One” at the top of your page. The greatest thing you can do is
prepare.
In one week, you can lay a firm foundation on which to
build your novel. You can develop a course of action
that can keep you pointed in the right direction no
matter how long you find yourself writing. In one
week, you can transform yourself from a dreamer to
an author.
There may be 130 million books in the world, but the
world doesn’t have your book yet, and with a little bit
of guidance and hard work, you can add your unique
perspective to the growing legacy of humankind.

Day 1—Writing Utensils
If there’s anything I’ve learned from my many years of
trying to get back into weightlifting, it’s that you
shouldn’t push yourself too hard on day one. I can’t
tell you how many first days I’ve spent pumping iron
at the gym, only to be physically unable to bend my
arms for the next week and a half.
So, in the same way, you want your transition to the
authorial mindset to be a gradual one. On day one,
dedicate a few minutes to picking a writing utensil.
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Perhaps you might want to go out and buy a notebook and pen, something you can take with you
wherever you go. Or maybe you might want to peruse the note-taking apps on the App Store, the Play
Store, etc. Evernote, OneNote, iA Writer, Scrivener, Word, Pages… The options are nearly limitless.
Basically, it’s never been a better time to be a writer. You can have access to the tools you need to
work on your novel anywhere you need them, any time you want them. In fact, once you’ve selected
the appropriate writing utensils, give some thought to when you might want to pull them out and put
words on the page.
Do you want to schedule certain amounts of time to write? Do you want to wake up early and knock
out your writing goals? Do you want to work on your writing after work, or maybe before you go to
sleep?
The most important thing is that you are at peak efficiency when you work on your writing. There’s
no point to waking up at 5 o’clock in the morning if you can’t uncross your eyes before 7 o’clock. For

Writing Definitions
Archetype

Iconic Character

An ideal or typical example. An archetype
is a pattern that you can use to help
develop and understand your characters.
There are many different archetype
systems that identify characters in
different ways.

Characters that stand out from, and
elevate, the stories they are in. They’re
characters you love to spend time with,
and wish you could continue to do so with
long after the stories are done. They are
not necessarily the main characters.

Character Arc

Positive Character Arc

The transformation of a character over the
course of the story, pictured as a line
arching across a graph. There can be
positive, negative, and flat arcs, depending
on the state of the character at the end of
the story.

A character arc in which the character
improves as a person over the course of
the story. That is to say, they start the story
with negative qualities or beliefs, and
gradually shed them. An example would be
Scrooge from A Christmas Carol.

Negative Character Arc

Flat Character Arc

A character arc in which the character
starts with positive qualities or beliefs, and
gradually loses them, becoming a worse
person by the end of the story. An example
would be Anakin Skywalker in the Star
Wars prequel trilogy.

A character arc in which the character
stays the same throughout the story, but
generally tends to influence the world
around them because of their firmly-held
beliefs. An example would be Indiana
Jones in the film Raiders of the Lost Ark.
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Writing Concepts
Character Wants
A character arc, something that we all want to
include if we intend for our stories to have
deep, significant consequences on our main
characters, and meaning for our readers, is
essentially a transition from what a character
wants to what a character needs.
Character wants are the starting point for any
character arc, with the exception of flat arcs,
in which the character and his wants remains
the same over the course of the story.
Generally, the things the character wants are
either selfish and self-centered in nature, or in
some other way not compatible with their
achieving a sense of purpose and fulfillment in
life.
This is especially true with the positive
character arc, where the character transitions
into a better version of themselves by the end
of the story. In Shrek, the titular protagonist
starts out with the desire to be left alone in his
swamp. That’s his self-centered need that he
has to learn to look past in order to imbue his
life with meaning.
In negative character arcs, we often find the
opposite character progression demonstrated.
The character starts as the best, or at least a
better, version of themselves, and over the
course of the story, they are influenced by
events and the characters they interact with to
develop negative qualities. In 1984, Winston
Smith begins the story with wants that include
freedom from the oppressive regime in power,
but by the end of the story, he’s been
brainwashed into loving the ruling class.

ISSUE #008

me, waiting until right before bed to try to
knock out a few articles or a couple thousand
words in my latest novel is a complete waste.
I’ve never fallen asleep quicker in my life
than I do now that I’m trying to be
productive with my evenings.
Once you’ve settled on a schedule, grab your
writing utensil and write the date on the top.
Write down what your goal for this book is,
whether you want a certain word count, you
want to have it done by a certain time, or
whatever other goal you may have to help
you accomplish this journey. Then, when
you’ve reached the finish line, you can look
back and see just how far you were able to go
by setting your mind to the task.

Day 2—Inspiration
Out of every step in this one-week journey to
becoming an author, today’s step, in my
opinion, is the absolute most important one,
and should elicit the most time and effort on
your part.
The best part of this step is that unless you
live in a box, with no access to televisions,
theaters, smartphones, computers,
bookshelves, or libraries, then you’ve more
than likely already taken this essential step.
What step am I referring to?
Absorbing entertainment. If you want to add
to the treasure-trove of stories that abound
in the world, you need to know what some of
those stories are. You especially need to
know what your favorite stories are.
So grab the writing utensils of your choice
and make a list of your all-time favorite
books, TV shows, movies, or video games.
What do they all have in common?
The common denominators of your favorite
pieces of entertainment are the very things
that are going to inspire you through the rest
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of the writing process. If you love Groundhog Day and Edge of Tomorrow, then perhaps a repeating
day story would be the perfect choice for you. If you love Star Trek and Stargate, then perhaps a
space exploration story would be the perfect choice for you.
Be aware that this is not the time to force a story out of your head fully formed. You shouldn’t be
doing any planning or writing right now. If you happen to think of something, feel free to jot it down
in the corner of your notebook, or on a separate file in your app, but otherwise, at this point, you
simply want to access your brain’s creativity, let it run wild, so that when it’s time for you to start
creating, you might find the first sprout of an idea already growing in your subconscious.

Day 3—Parameters
Today is the day for you to start conceptualizing the
parameters of your novel. This doesn’t mean planning
specific details of the story itself. We’ll get to that later.
Right now, what you need to do is form a picture of the
end goal in your mind so that you can begin fitting the
pieces in place. After all, piecing together a puzzle is
much more difficult to do if you don’t know what shape
it is, what the picture is supposed to be, or which pieces
actually belong to the puzzle you’re piecing together.
For example, imagine that yesterday, you identified
your love for heist stories. Today, you might
extrapolate from that the need to have an ensemble
cast with each individual specializing in a specific skill.
If you identified your love for hero stories, then it would be more likely that you would only have one
main character, an individual who discovers a special ability or privilege that sets them apart from
everyone else in the story.
If you identified your love for war stories, then the possibilities are really endless. You can write a
story about the futility and loss of war from the perspective of a soldier, you can write a story about
the leaders of the war planning and executing their strategies, you can write a story about the
civilians who are placed in harm’s way, you can even write a story that covers the entirety of the war
from beginning to end, or even a story that extensively details the events of one specific battle or
altercation.
This isn’t the time to lock yourself into a specific story yet, and if you have multiple ideas, then write
them all down on separate pages or in separate files. This step is simply meant to give you a firm
foundation from which to push off.
Have new issues of The
Writer’s Everything
sent to your email every
Friday!

Once you’ve finished establishing the parameters
of your story, then go ahead and call it a day. Take
the rest of the morning, afternoon, or evening off.
Daydream about what your story could be. Let the
creative juices flow freely. Tomorrow, you’ll begin
shaping your story.
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Day 4—Settings, Events, and Characters
Hopefully you’ve had the chance to get in a little day-dreaming. If not, then go ahead and put off your
writing until a little bit later today, if it’s convenient for you to do so. Creativity is the cornerstone of
any novel, and cultivating it is one of the most important things you can do if you want to become a
successful author.
Now that you’ve allowed your thoughts to run free and wild, we’re going to start working on the really
fun part of this process. We’re going to be brainstorming events, settings, and characters.
This is the time for you to let your creativity run wild, to embrace the most enjoyable, exciting aspects
of novel-writing. Now, we’re going to talk about each of these three topics in order, but don’t think
that means that you have to tackle them in the exact same order, from settings, to events, to
characters. Stories are like Chinese finger traps. You have to push everything into place at the same
time to unlock their full potential.
A great number of stories will naturally lend themselves to one setting or another. If your story is
about surviving an onslaught of poisonous serpents in close quarters, then your setting is going to
need to be, by necessity, an enclosed space, one that you can’t simply walk away from whenever the
going gets tough, perhaps something like an airplane.
On the other hand, if your story is about two individuals falling in love, then the options for your
setting are nearly limitless. From the Garden of Eden to the Roman Empire, from the Wild West to
the 24th century, such a story is largely timeless.
In your writing utensil, place three words
with space between them:

•

Settings

•

Events

•

Characters

Once you’ve chosen your setting, write it in the appropriate blank space. Next to it, brainstorm a half
dozen different ways that your setting might affect the plot of your story. For example, if your story
revolves around a couple starting a family in the Wild West, then infectious diseases and
complications with childbirth will be very real threats for them.
Now write your complications down in the blank space next to your setting. These are what you’re
going to come back to if your story staggers or your creativity otherwise needs a boost.
Events will come to you as you picture your story more and more fully in your mind. If you’re going to
write a love story, then you might realize that you want to have the main heroine mistakenly believe
that her love interest has done something terrible, one event, which leads her to removing him from
her life, a second event, only to realize that she was mistaken the entire time, a third event. How is
she going to correct her own mistakes? The answer to that question will form a fourth event, a fifth
event, and more.
If you’re going to write a fantasy story, then you might realize that you want the main character to
find an item of great significance, one event. Then he’s confronted by an old, wise man with a big,
white beard, a second event. The man begins to train him in the use of the item, a third, a fourth, and
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maybe even a fifth event, until finally the old man sacrifices himself so that the main character can
escape, a sixth event.
If you can’t picture more than one event at a time, don’t worry about it. This isn’t the point where you
need to be stringing them all together, although it wouldn’t hurt to do so if it comes naturally to you.
If you can’t think of any events at all, that’s totally understandable. We’ve been trained as a society to
consume media constantly, but when asked what makes a good story, most people wouldn’t know
where to begin.
If you feel this way, then it’s time to go back to your inspiration. If you have to, go as far as to borrow
a few events from the stories you enjoy. Did you like when the army of robots attacked Del Spooner in
I, Robot? Then maybe you can include in your list an event where a thousand robots all turn evil all at
once. Did you like when they uploaded kung fu directly into Neo’s brain in The Matrix? Then maybe
you can include an event where someone has information uploaded into their brain.
Finally, we come to the characters. The people with whom you populate the pages of your novel are
essential for the forward momentum of your story.
If Jean Valjean from Les Miserables, to concoct an
absolutely absurd premise, had been bitten by a
radioactive spider, he would not have accepted the
great responsibility that came with his great
powers. Rather, he would have hidden out, working
hard not to bring attention to himself, just as he did
in the aforementioned novel. If Jane Bennet had
caught the eye of Mr. Darcy, rather than her sister
Elizabeth, in Pride and Prejudice, she would have
never been so quick to judge his actions, and they
would have never had a falling-out.
The single most important thing to keep in mind
when choosing which characters fit in a given role
is their motivation. If Thomas in The Maze Runner
had been pessimistic, even suicidal, he never would have exerted the effort that he did in order to
escape the maze and lead everyone to safety. If Jake Sully in Avatar had been wealthy and privileged,
he never would have accepted the assignment to head to Pandora.
Once you’ve identified your characters, then begin filling in the blank space of your writing utensil
with their descriptions. Especially keep in mind the ways they will affect, and be affected by, the
story. What are their skills? What is it they need to achieve self-fulfillment? What is their fatal flaw?
A well-crafted story will utilize all these aspects of its character in order to craft a compelling story
around them.
Now, I know this seems like a big chunk of work to do all in one day, but that’s the reason why the
last few days were so easy in comparison. If you’ve taken the time to really dwell on your inspirations,
then, ideally, there should be at least a few ideas that spring from your brain fully formed as if you
were discovering them rather than creating them.
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Day 5—One-Sentence Premise
If you still felt like the tasks of day four were too complex, then today is the day to take things a little
easier. We’re going to focus on what your story is actually going to be about. Specifically, we’re going
to write a one-sentence premise for the plot of your novel.
This is the culmination of the last four days’ work condensed into one compound sentence. To
achieve this, you have to factor in everything you’ve already determined about your story. You have to
do your best to imagine it as one whole, rather than separate, unrelated parts.
If over the course of this week thus far, you developed a modern-day setting, a killer robot, a time
machine, and a woman being chased, then your one-sentence premise would be something like this:
“What if there was a time-traveling robot sent to our modern-day world to kill people?”
If over the course of this week, you developed a space setting, a dark wizard, and a planet being
blown up, then your one-sentence premise would be something like this: “What if an evil dark wizard
uses a planet-destroying weapon to secure his rule?”
The one-sentence premise is the way you’d describe the bottom line concept of your story. It should
be boiled down to its simplest, purest form, and it should cover at least one third of your novel.
In The Terminator, the premise of the time traveling robot trying to kill the heroine lasts for roughly
one-third of the movie, at which time she meets up with a soldier sent from the future to save her,
and the premise transforms into, “The target of a time-traveling robot goes on the run with a man
from the future as they attempt to destroy said robot.”
In Star Wars IV: A New Hope, the premise of an evil dark wizard using a planet-destroying weapon
to secure his rule also lasts for roughly one third of the movie, at which point the premise transforms
into, “A young farmer must travel across the galaxy in search of the Rebellion, joining its ranks in an
effort to destroy said planet-destroying weapon.”
Tomorrow, we will build that summary to include the other two thirds of your story. For now, sit
back, relax, and revel in the knowledge of how close you are to your goal of writing a novel.

Day 6—One-Paragraph Premise
It’s time to map out the other two thirds of your story. For the one-paragraph premise, you’re going
to need to pull yourself back, as far away from the project as you can get, until you have a bird’s-eye
view of the entire story and all it encompasses.
This perspective is essential for making a coherent and meaningful story. It allows you to discover
plot holes, illogical progressions of events, as well as to identify the theme and major story beats. It
also allows you to make a simple, straightforward roadmap to guide you through the process of
plotting out your novel.
Your one-paragraph premise needs to cover every major event in your story in terms that are as
simple as you can make them.
For example, a one-paragraph premise of Avatar might go like this:
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“A paraplegic veteran agrees to go on a dangerous mission in a far-away world in exchange for spinal
surgery. He soon realizes the situation on the planet isn’t as cut-and-dry as he would like, and the
closer he grows to the natives, the harder it is for him to continue with his assignment. Finally, he
chooses to refuse his orders and save the natives from destruction. In the ensuing battle, they defeat
the humans, forcing them off the planet, and he transfers into his avatar body permanently.”
A one-paragraph premise of Iron Man might go like this:
“A wealthy weapons manufacturer is captured by terrorists and forced to build missiles for them.
Instead, he creates a tactical suit of armor with which he gains his freedom. Upon returning home, he
discovers that the head of his company is crooked, selling weapons to terrorists, and he makes it his
goal to make things right. Finally, he confronts the head of the company, who stole his technology
and made his own suit with it, and he defeats his former mentor.”
Keep it simple and straightforward. Also, your main character should follow an arc, starting with
their want, the thing that they think will make them happy, such as Jake Sully’s healed legs in
Avatar. Then they realize that there’s something more important than what they want, such as Tony
Stark’s mission to stop the underhanded dealings at his company in Iron Man. Finally, they fully
embrace the change, often, but not always, giving up their want in the process.
We have one day left, and it’s a fun one. So rest up, and prepare for your final day of novel-writing
preparation.

Day 7—Plotting Like An Excited SevenYear-Old
Here we go. We’ve made it to day seven. You’ve almost finished
your novel preparation. You’re just about to lay out the last
domino that, when pushed, will lead inexorably to your goal.
Today’s task is a big one, but also a fun one. I like to call it,
“Plotting like an excited seven-year-old.” If your son, daughter,
niece, nephew, grandson, granddaughter, or the like, were to
watch a movie and summarize it to you, what would it be like?
Children are so full of excitement and energy when they’re talking about a movie they really enjoy,
and that’s how you need to be on day seven. That excitement will help you to complete this task, even
if you’re an ardent pantser, someone who dislikes preparing outlines before writing.
Imagine a seven-year-old explaining Titanic to you.
“Ok, ok, so first this guy is playing some game, and he like wins, and then he gets on a big boat, I
think it’s the Titanic, and he meets this girl. They hang out for a while and look at nudey drawings,
and then they eat a fancy dinner and dance together. Then she gets naked, and then they sit in a car
together, and then the ship runs into a big piece of ice!”
You don’t have to include all the oks and the ands, but the point is that this is the opportunity to
highlight all the exciting moments that made you so eager to tell this story in the first place. This
summary is your roadmap to guide you through the entirety of your novel-writing process.
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The One-Week Author
At this point, you’re in one of two categories. On the one hand, you’ve finished this quick,
straightforward program, and you’re well on the way to achieving your dream of becoming an author.
On the other hand, you’ve just read through the entire guide, and now you’re ready to start with day
one.
Either way, allow me to congratulate you. You’ve taken the first step to the fun, rewarding, and
unforgettable experience of writing your own novel. For people like us, this is one of the most
meaningful things we can do with our creativity. This is one of the most successful ways we can share
our voice with the world. I can’t wait to enjoy yours.

Crafting Compelling Character Arcs—Iron Man
QJ MARTIN

In Avengers: Endgame, Tony Stark utters the now-iconic words that first opened the door eleven
years earlier to the flood of record-breaking content that is the Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU).
What were they?
“I am Iron Man.”
If you’ve seen the movie, you know exactly what moment I’m speaking of, as well as what a profound
and moving moment it truly is.
If we look at it from a thematic standpoint, however, we find that it is more than just an emotional
and heart-wrenching end to a three-hour-and-two-minute action extravaganza. It was the conclusion
to a deep, meaningful, well-crafted character arc.
To fully understand the significance of the final act of one of the greatest superheroes of all time, we
have to go back to his debut appearance in Iron Man.
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The Starting Point
In this introductory film, Tony Stark is depicted as egotistical and self-centered. He’s too busy having
a good time to bother accepting an award from his best friend, and when a journalist calls him out on
his shady business practices, he chooses to seduce her to his bedroom rather than face the truth of
her statements.
Tony Stark is the type of person who will always put himself first. The idea of sacrificing himself for
anyone else doesn’t even cross his mind. That is the starting point of his character arc.

The First Step
Tony Stark takes the first step towards his profound development as a character when the convoy
that he is riding in is attacked by an extremist group, the Ten Rings. They demolish Tony Stark’s
Humvee with his own missile, capture him, and force him to build more weapons for them lest they
kill him.
In that moment, the concerns that he had shrugged off so easily in the previous scene, concerns about
his business practices, become very real and very significant to him personally.
This is not, however, the turning point for Tony Stark as a character, the moment where he
transitions from pursuing his wants to working towards his needs. Rather, that moment comes next.

The Turning Point
Up until Tony’s escape from the cave in which he was being held captive, his goals were still wholly
self-centered. He wanted to free himself from captivity and get back to his old life. The needs that his
character would come to discover were nowhere on his radar.
But then he develops a friendship with Professor Yinsen. Yinsen sees past Tony Stark’s facade,
realizing that he, with a little effort, has the potential to be a great man. Their friendship is the
turning point that sets Tony Stark on the path to redemption.

Don’t Waste Your Life
As Tony Stark’s prototype Iron Man armor is charging up, much too slowly for him to stop the
terrorists at his door, Yinsen decides to sacrifice himself. He runs out with a machine gun, creating
the distraction Stark needs to be
able to get his suit operational.
Yinsen’s dying words to Stark are
a plea: “Don’t waste your life.”
Yinsen put his faith in Tony. He
demonstrates the belief that
Stark’s life is worth more than his
own, and it is that sacrifice, that
confidence, that forms the driving
force behind everything Tony
Stark then does as Iron Man.
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Teetering On The Edge
In the early days of his newfound career as a superhero, we find Tony Stark teetering on the edge.
One foot is behind him, planted firmly in the safety of his old life, his old aspirations, and his old
ideals. The other foot is hovering above a ravine, the selfless, self-sacrificing, self-fulfilling life that he
never realized he needed.
It isn’t until his mentor, Obadiah Stane, steals his technology for his own selfish ends that Tony Stark
finally takes the leap, learning to fly, metaphorically speaking. When presented with the opportunity
to put his old arc reactor back in his chest and save himself, leaving Stane to his evil endeavors, he
instead chooses to confront Stane. By the time the battle reaches its climax, he heroically and
selflessly chooses to stop his enemy at the cost of his own life.

Not The End
This, of course, is the conclusion to Tony Stark’s character arc in Iron Man. It is not, however, the
end of his character development in the MCU. Throughout his next eight appearances, he struggles
with making the best choices in his new position as a hero and, later, a leader and mentor.
In Marvel’s The Avengers, Captain America calls Iron Man out for not being willing to make the
sacrifice play, as well as for being nothing without his suit. In Avengers: Age of Ultron, Iron Man
unintentionally creates a malicious, rouge A.I. in his attempt to protect the world. Then, his
overreaction to his own mistake leads to the split and near-destruction of the Avengers.
With each appearance, however, we see his pride and vanity being slowly chipped away, until he
reaches his final chronological appearance in Avengers: Endgame, and his character arc comes full
circle.

A Fitting Conclusion
Tony Stark goes into the battle with Thanos knowing that there is only one possible solution. Even so,
he is not aware of the sacrifice play that their current course of action will require him to make.
Finally, the time comes, Doctor Strange signals him, reminding him that this is the moment of truth,
and Tony Stark acts. He shows us all exactly who he is, using the infinity stones to save the universe
in spite of the deadly effect of his wielding them.
In his dying moment, the script shows us that he looks to Pepper Potts, the words “I’m sorry”
crossing his mind before he breaths his last breath. He has fully embraced his character needs. He’s
completed a transformation, a complete, one-hundred and eighty degree turn-around.
He is no longer egotistical and self-centered. He no
longer puts himself first with no regard for others.
What matters to him are his friends, his family, and
the universe, and he has them all at the forefront of
his mind, even in his dying moment.
A truly outstanding example of a terrific character
arc achieving a wonderful, touching, and fitting
conclusion.
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